Highly Sensitive Protein Detection Based on Smart Hybrid Nanocomposite-Controlled Switch of DNA Polymerase Activity.
In this work, we have successfully designed a smart and flexible signal amplification method based on a newly synthesized hybrid nanocomposite with switchable enzyme activity for specific and sensitive protein detection. The smart hybrid nanocomposite synthesized here is initially loaded with quenched fluorophore and a unique aptamer-inhibited DNA polymerase. It then undergoes target protein-triggered release of the fluorophore and activation of the DNA polymerase, which can thereby promote multiple catalytic reactions and recycled use of the target protein, resulting in the generation of highly amplified signals. Therefore, a small amount of target protein can lead to a large amount of signal without being consumed. In addition, the programmable control of DNA polymerase activity may effectively reduce background signal and avoid false positive results, which may further facilitate an efficient detection of small amounts of protein. By taking the detection of human stress-induced phosphoprotein 1 (STIP1) as an example, the excellent performance of this method has been verified. Furthermore, the proposed method has been used to analyze serum STIP1 from patients of ovarian cancer, showing promising application in clinical practice.